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Does a hulking, hairy, 800-pound, ninefoot-tall, elusive primate roam the
woods and forests throughout North
America—and the world? What should we
make of the grainy videos and photos
and the thousands of eyewitness
reports? Audio-recordings exist
purporting to be the creatures’ eerie
chatter and bone-chilling screaming.
Whether called Sasquatch, Yeti,
Bigfoot, or something else, bipedal
primates appear in folklore, legends,
and eyewitness accounts in every state
of the union and many places around the
world. The fascination with the manbeast is stronger than ever in today’s
pop culture. Exploring the history,
movies, and literature, the conspiracy
theorizing, and the world of the
supernatural, The Encyclopedia of
Sasquatch, Yeti and Cryptid Primates is
a comprehensive resource to the manbeast. With nearly 200 entries and 120
photographs, drawings, and
illustrations, it is the definitive
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guide to understanding, hunting, and
avoiding the brute, as well as
discovering the facts behind the
sightings and horrifying tales. It
covers 400 years of folklore,
mythology, history, and pop culture,
including Native American lore, the
“wild men” reports in the pages of 19th
century-era American newspapers,
Florida's Myakka Skunk Ape, Australia's
Yowie, China's Yeren, Himalayas’ Yeti,
Russian expeditions, Harry and the
Hendersons, Exists and the countless
movies titled Bigfoot, as well as
specials on the television shows Animal
Planet, Discovery Channel and National
Geographic Channel, scientific reports
and findings, and much, much more.
Various documentaries and reality
television shows have all superficially
tackled the subject, but Nick Redfern
presents a truly encyclopedic look at
cryptid primates. It is a richly
researched reference, overflowing with
fascinating information to make readers
think—and reconsider their next camping
trip.
From the author of Hour of the Bees
comes another captivating story that
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deftly blurs the line between reality
and magic — and will leave you
wondering What if? The Loch Ness
Monster. The Frogman. Bigfoot. Twelveyear-old Miranda Cho used to believe in
it all, used to love poring over every
strange footprint, every stray hair,
everything that proved that the world
was full of wonders. But that was
before her mother’s obsession with
monsters cost Miranda her friends and
her perfect school record, before
Miranda found the stack of unopened
bills and notices of foreclosure in the
silverware drawer. Now the fact that
her mom’s a cryptozoologist doesn’t
seem wonderful — it’s embarrassing and
irresponsible, and it could cost them
everything. So Miranda agrees to go on
one last creature hunt, determined to
use all her scientific know-how to
prove to her mother, once and for all,
that Bigfoot isn’t real. Then her mom
will have no choice but to grow up and
get a real job — one that will pay the
mortgage and allow Miranda to attend
the leadership camp of her dreams. But
when the trip goes horribly awry, will
it be Miranda who’s forced to question
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everything she believes?
Join Curt Bradford on his personal
quest for the unknown. Captivated by
the mystery of sasquatches as a child
and frightened by the possible
existence of such creatures, he decides
at age twenty-seven to leave Virginia
and travel three thousand miles away to
the great Pacific Northwest in search
of the truth. Before he can get off the
beaten path to look for evidence of
sasquatches in the forests of Oregon,
he must first gain a foothold in
Portland, the state's most p
Squatching: A Guide for the Novice is a
guide for the beginner in the field of
conducting an investigation for
Sasquatch. You will be given some
common facts and history of this
elusive creature in addition to the
equipment that may be required to take
along on your journey. Not knowing what
to expect during a night out can be a
little scary, with the aid of photos
and links to sound recordings of the
night life you may encounter, perhaps
you may not be so spooked when
something screams out fom the darkness.
Now if you happen to be one of the
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lucky few and come across the tracks of
a Sasquatch, step by step instructions
are provided in order to creating a
caste are included for your convenience
and fun. Stories with a little country
advice scattered along the way are
included to aid you in your quest for
the elusive beast.
Sasquatch, Yeti, Abominable Snowman,
Big Foot – For Kids – Amazing Animal
Books for Young Readers
Sasquatch Camp
Sasquatch Field Guide
Understanding Sasquatch Behavior: How
to Find Bigfoot
BigFoot Goes on Great Adventures
The Latest Scientific Developments Plus
All of On the Track of the Sasquatch
and Encounters with Bigfoot
The inspiration for the film The Dark
Divide starring David Cross and Debra
Messing, one of America’s most esteemed
natural history writers takes to the
hills in search of Bigfoot—and finds
the wildness within ourselves. Awarded
a Guggenheim Fellowship to investigate
the legends of Sasquatch, Yale–trained
ecologist Dr. Robert Pyle treks into
the unprotected wilderness of the Dark
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Divide near Mount St. Helens, where he
discovers both a giant fossil footprint
and recent tracks. On the trail of what
he thought was legend, he searches out
Indians who tell him of an outcast
tribe, the Seeahtiks, who had not fully
evolved into humans. A handful of
open–minded biologists and
anthropologists counter the tabloids
Pyle studies, while rogue Forest
Service employees and loggers swear of
a vast conspiracy to deep–six true
stories of unknown, upright hominoid
apes among us. He attends Sasquatch
Daze, where he meets scientists,
hunters, and others who have devoted
their lives to the search, only to
realize that “these guys don't want to
find Bigfoot―they want to be Bigfoot!”
Since its original publication, the
author's fresh experiences and finds
have been added to his original work
through an updated chapter. With an
evaluation of recent DNA evidence from
Bigfoot hair and scat, the study of
speech phonemes in the “Sierra Sounds”
purported Bigfoot recordings, an
examination of the impact of the wildly
popular Animal Planet series Bigfoot
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Hunters, the reemergence of the famous
Bob Gimlin into the Bigfoot community,
and more, Walking With Bigfoot keeps
every Bigfoot enthusiast’s mind wide
open to one of the biggest questions in
the land and brings Pyle’s work on the
“legend” of Bigfoot into the new
century.
Track down BigFoot in Tokyo, Toronto,
and more in the interactive puzzle book
series that’s “perfect for readers of
any age and ability” —The Children's
Book Review. Shy and reclusive, BigFoot
spends most of his time in the deep
dark woods, rarely spotted by
humankind. But the bright lights of the
big city beckon to everyone, even our
mysterious furry friend! Sharpen your
search and find skills by locating him
at his favorite metropolis. It won’t be
easy. BigFoot is visiting ten major
cosmopolitan destinations, from London
to Paris, Athens, New York, Istanbul,
and more. This book presents each urban
oasis as a visual puzzle, teeming with
people and creatures. Your task is not
only to find BigFoot and his legendary
footprint, but also more than five
hundred other unusual and sometimes
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unexpected personalities and objects.
Fun facts and pictures accompany each
scene to help you learn more about the
world’s most popular cities. “Kids will
love the stimulating puzzles of
discovery and adventure in Bigfoot Seek
and Find books.” —Bergers Book Reviews
This is a fixed-format ebook, which
preserves the design and layout of the
original print book
5 Books in One Do You and Your Kids
Love Stories About the Strange and
Sometimes Unexplained? Kids Do Want To
Know About Real Life Mysteries Discover
facts and opinions about UFO's,
Bigfoot, Mysterious Creatures,
Mysterious Places and Mysterious
People. Did you know that a U.S. Air
Force Base Commander reported seeing a
UFO with some of his men and also
recorded the incident on tape? Did you
know that the Public Information
Officer at Roswell Air Force Base
admitted he had seen alien bodies from
the 1947 Roswell crash before he died
in 2005? Did you know that a President
of the U.S. wrote about a Bigfoot
encounter?Kids will learn what is known
and not known about Bigfoot, UFO's,
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many reported mysterious creatures,
mysterious places and mysterious
people. Is Bigfoot real? What do the
American Indians think about Bigfoot?
Are UFO's visiting us? Why is
Gettysburg battlefield considered one
of the most haunted places in the
world? Here is a Preview of What You
Will Discover in These Books Have you
heard of the Jersey Devil? Over 2,000
people have said they've seen it!Three
boys and their mother saw a UFO land in
1952. A huge creature was then spotted
nearby and seen by many people in the
area!Did you know that two mysterious
children suddenly appeared in an
English village claiming to have lived
in an underground world and that they
were both green?Did you know that Union
troops swore that the ghost of George
Washington appeared on the Gettysburg
battlefield?Did you know that 5
military planes and 14 men were lost in
the Bermuda Triangle in one flight
exercise in 1945?and much, much more
A howl in the distance. The biggest
footprint you've ever seen. A blurry
figure in the distance. These are the
clues that lead us to believe there is
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something out there—Bigfoot. Already a
fan of the wildly successful FINDING
BIGFOOT television show on Animal
Planet? (One of the top-performing TV
shows in the network's history!)
Stacked with information for your
burning Sasquatch questions, this
heavily illustrated work features a
compelling narrative with commentary
from the stars of the show, photographs
and extras from the Animal Planet's
archives, and so much more. Skeptics
will be given all the information they
need to decide for themselves if they
believe, and enthusiasts will revel in
this essential Bigfoot book. Do you
hear that howl? Bigfoot is calling.
BigFoot Goes on Vacation
Off the Beaten Path
The Encyclopedia of Sasquatch, Yeti and
Cryptid Primates
A Novel
The Obsessive Search for Bigfoot
The Boy Who Cried Bigfoot!
""This book gives new meaning to the word OUTRAGEOUS
It's so totally off-the-wall while at the same time so
unputdownable that it blew my creative doors off. The whole
time I was reading it I was PISSED that I hadn't thought of
it."" --EDWARD LEE, author of HAUNTER OF THE
THRESHOLD and HEADER Bigfoot is real and he's addicted
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to meth It should have been so easy. Get in, kill everyone, and
take all the money and drugs. That was Russell and Mickey's
plan. But the drug den they were raiding in the middle of the
woods holds a dark secret chained up in the basement. A beast
filled with rage and methamphetamine and tonight it will break
loose. Nothing can stop a sasquatch on a drug-fueled rampage.
And before the sun rises, there is going to be a lot of dead cops
and junkies.
As a child, Autumn Williams saw two hair-covered creatures
standing in the woods behind her home in Washington State.
She has spent her entire adult life seeking to understand why
those non-human eyes held such an expression of human-like
intelligence. What is the nature of a Sasquatch? Is it human?
Animal? Or something in-between? How does Bigfoot live?
How does it interact with others of its kind? And how would it
interact with us? What would we learn about these creatures, if
we stopped pursuing them... and they no longer avoided us?
One man would finally offer answers to those questions. He is
more than a witness. He is the friend of a wild man... and he
calls him Enoch.
This book is a legend in itself. Thousands of people came
forward with their input. Over 70 detailed & credible (never
before told) eyewitness reports. Fourteen exclusive interviews
by the top researchers & scientists, answering your most
requested questions. This is no 'ordinary' book on the Bigfoot
issue, far from it. Linda Coil-Suchy has reached out to over
8,000 people and obtained many first-hand eyewitness reports
on Bigfoot sightings/incidents together with questions about the
creature that people, in general, would like to see addressed.
She has presented the best (most detailed, and most credible)
reports verbatim. Most have not been published before in any
media. She obtained answers to the questions in the form of
interviews with the major scientists and high-profile
researchers currently involved in the Bigfoot arena. This is the
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first time an extensive cross-section of interviews of this nature
has been published under one cover. Linda's highly innovative
approach to the subject is augmented with historical Bigfoot
accounts (the 'Classics') and other accounts on record. A special
color section showing photographs of some of the best evidence
collected to date is also featured. For travelers, an illustrated
guide to Bigfoot attractions in the West is a welcome addition.
The depth and scope of Linda's research make this work a
valuable resource for those interested in Bigfoot studies, and a
fascinating adventure for those with a flair for the unexplained,
indeed, our vast forests will take on a whole new meaning.
On a weeklong outing in Mt. Hood National Forest, what begins
as a flirty, fun-filled trip soon turns into a nightmare, when an
ape-like creature kidnaps a group of teen girls with the purpose
of procreating with them. Thus begins the erotic adventure of a
lifetime, and an inconceivable love story between a young
woman and her horny Sasquatch. “Right mix of horror and
erotica” - Scarlett Jones. “If you like a skillfully developed
group of characters, a descriptive setting, and a plot that
actually has you rooting for the characters, you'll like this
read.”- Natalia Darque, author of Breeding Mom and Daughter
and Breeding the Millionaire “…the abduction of the three girls
by an old woman and her “son” leonard the bigfoot is treated
like hostel; where the porn world meets the horror world. and
it's not at all bad.” - Karen Woodside, NY “I'm completely
hooked on this series.” - Katie Cramer, author of What Money
Can Buy and Loving The Alien (Sci-Fi Tentacle Sex Erotica)
(Quick and Dirty Reads)
An Exploration of the Bigfoot Phenomenon in the Pacific
Northwest
Everything You Need to Know
Bigfoot Sasquatch Evidence
The Legend of Bigfoot
The Bigfoot Book
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Identifying, Tracking and Sighting North America's Great Ape

Sharpen your search and find skills by
locating BigFoot as he searches the world for
adventure. Find the elusive creature and his
legendary footprint in 10 immense visual
puzzles, full of teeming activity and detail.
Learn more about what you see with fun facts
and pictures.
Thirteen-year-old Dylan follows his father into
the woods on the slopes of Mount St. Helens,
which is on the brink of another eruption, in
an attempt to protect the resident Sasquatch
from ruthless hunters.
In creating the Bigfoot Field Work 101 series,
my intention was to help both the serious
minded person wishing to become involved in
the subject of the Sasquatch and the novice
who may not be particularly interested in
investing a lot of time to the subject but who
may come across evidence and may want to
know what to do with it. I originally made
each volume separate, for those wishing to
only focus on specific areas of interest in the
subject, but here in this single volume are all
eight volumes. My hopes are that anyone
entering the topic of Bigfoot or those
currently involved can use the information
contained here to help them get the most
from their endeavors.
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John Green the pre-eminent authority on
Sasquatch/Bigfoot, has 20 years of research
assembled in more than 2000 reports. This
book assembles these reports from the
combined works of 'Encounter with Bigfoot'
and 'On the Track of the Sasquarch'.
Where Bigfoot Walks
So You Want to Catch Bigfoot?
Finding Bigfoot
Believe
Bigfoot Or Sasquatch Gift Journal
Who's Watching You
Presents information about Bigfoot, covering details about
sightings and evidence for the existence of the controversial
animal, as well as the viewpoints of skeptics and scientists
on the subject.
Pride and Prejudice meets Animal Planet’s Finding Bigfoot in
this humorous and heartfelt debut about a loving, quirky
family on the hunt for the mythical Sasquatch. Hunting for
monsters was never so awkward. It’s bad enough that
Samantha’s parents, charter members of the Northern Ohio
Bigfoot Society, have dragged their daughter around
forever, hunting for yetis. But now they’re doing it on
national TV, and worse, in front of an aristocratic prepschool crew including a boy who disdains Samantha’s
family. But when he scorns her humble Ohio roots, she
becomes determined to take him down. As they go to war,
their friction and attraction almost distract them from the
hint that Sasquatch may actually be out there somewhere…
Bigfoot. Sasquatch. Skunk Ape. He's everywhere. The most
well-known cryptid in American history, Bigfoot is as feared
as he is loved. The subject of thousands of stories, this
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creature has been pegged as a monster terrorizing the
woods, a supernatural entity stealthily living among us with
an otherworldly agenda, or simply an animal trying to live a
life of seclusion. With various theories and beliefs
abounding, research and discussion have become a hobby
for many, and even an occupation for some. In The Legend
of Bigfoot: Leaving His Mark on the World, T. S. Mart and
Mel Cabre reveal the myths, personal stories, and pop
culture surrounding the legendary icon. Featuring more
than 80 images recreating the Bigfoot's appearance from
firsthand accounts and folktales, The Legend of Bigfoot
showcases the many faces of the creature. Included are the
Boston Bahumagosh, which is said to weigh up to 400
pounds, stand up to 10 feet tall, and terrorize the Boston
area; the Honey Island Swamp Monster--also known as the
Louisiana Wookie--who roams the Louisiana swamps with
yellow or red eyes; and the Wendigo, placed between 7 and
15 feet tall with long, yellow fangs and yellow-tinted skin.
Half phantom, half beast, the Wendigo lives in the forest
and dates back to the earliest Native American legends.
Featuring legends, culture, and history from across the
globe, The Legend of Bigfoot brings the famed cryptid to life
in this entertaining and accessible guide.
The Mattigan kids don't believe in things that go bump in
the night. After all, their dad is famous for proving such
things are impossible. But, when their long-lost Grandpa Joe
shows up with his Mysterious Monsters journal, begging for
help, the siblings find themselves drawn into a search for
Bigfoot. Along the way, they'll have to deal with meddling
babysitters, suspicious psychics, a YouTube disaster, and
their furious father. To solve this mystery, Maddie, Max, and
Theo must rethink what's possible -- and make lots of
peanut butter and banana sandwiches.
Leaving His Mark on the World
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Can You Track Down Bigfoot?
Search for Bigfoot
My Search for Sasquatch and Self
The Best of Sasquatch Bigfoot
A Guide for the Novice

Ben is a boy who has so often tried to
convince people he has seen a Bigfoot that
when a real Yeti arrives and borrows his
bicycle, no one comes to see if he is
telling the truth, in a classic tale with
a hugely hilarious twist that carries a
timeless message for children about the
importance of establishing trust and not
"crying wolf."
Going into high alert amid neighborhood
rumors about Bigfoot sightings, Stink
refers to his Aunt Opal's Sasquatchhunting field guide and imparts advice to
readers about everything from setting
traps to releasing a specimen. Movie tiein.
The beautiful Adirondack Mountains provide
the backdrop for this epic tale of love,
loss, and redemption. Nineteen-year-old
Danny Conley leaves his home in
Philadelphia to search for a legend in the
wilds of northern New York. What he
discovers instead is the love of his life,
only to be torn away without warning as he
is forced to return home to care for his
dying mother. Thus, his exile begins. What
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he does not know is whether it will ever
end.
This book is sold as nonfiction, but it is
more accurately an op-ed piece. It is my
opinion of the behavior of the Keepers of
the Forest, based on three years of
habituating with Sasquatch. All of the
evidence presented in this booklet is
nonfiction, but opinions are what they
are.
Into the Woods
UFO's, Bigfoot, Mysterious Creatures,
Mysterious Places, Mysterious People
Sasquatch: Legend Meets Science
The Bigfoot Paradox
Crossing the Dark Divide
Sasquatch, Love, and Other Imaginary
Things
Unlike many other sasquatch books on the
market, this book takes a calm, scientific view of
the creature. Dr Krantz examines data that
cannot be discounted as fakes, mistakes, hoaxes
or lies. Information offered for scrutinisation
includes frames of Patterson's 1967 film, a
number of footprint events, the problems of
faking and anatomies of handprints. Krantz also
presents support for his opinion that sasquatch is
a normal animal species -- a higher primate
related to man and the great apes. An addendum
provides readers with the most up-to-date
developments in the field. This authoritative
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publication is sure to stimulate discussion and
interest within both the general public and the
scientific community.
The story of one boy's search for the elusive
Bigfoot.
Search for BigFoot in Antarctica, the Amazon
rainforest, and more with this seek-and-find
puzzle book filled with fun facts and photos! Shy
and reclusive, BigFoot spends most of his time in
the deep dark woods, rarely spotted by
humankind. But every now and then he leaves his
remote retreat, and goes searching for
adventure! Sharpen your search & find skills by
locating him on his latest escapade. It won’t be
easy. This book presents each one as a visual
puzzle, teeming with people and creatures. Your
task is not only to find BigFoot and his legendary
footprint, but also more than five hundred other
unusual and sometimes unexpected personalities
and objects. Fun facts and pictures accompany
each scene to help you learn more about the
world’s historic and cultural treasures. Join
BigFoot on ten different challenging quests,
including: Penetrating the Amazon Rainforest
Climbing the Himalayas Discovering the Great
Barrier Reef An expedition in Antarctica Exploring
Madagascar, and more! “[A] wonderfully
entertaining interactive series.” —The Children’s
Book Review This is a fixed-format ebook, which
preserves the design and layout of the original
print book
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Bestselling author John Davidson presents
"Sasquatch, Yeti, Abominable Snowman, Big Foot
For Kids – Amazing Animal Books For Young
Readers". Beautiful Pictures and easy reading
format will help children fall in love with
Sasquatch, Yeti, Abominable Snowman, Big Foot.
This is one of over 30 books in the Amazing
Animal Books for Young Readers Series.
http://AmazingAnimalBooks.com Less Bestselling
author John Davidson presents "Sasquatch, Yeti,
Abominable Snowman, Big Foot For Kids –
Amazing Animal Books For Young Readers".
Beautiful Pictures and easy reading format will
help children fall in love with Sasquatch, Yeti,
Abominable Snowman, Big Foot. This is one of
over 30 books in the Amazing Animal Books for
Young Readers Series.
http://AmazingAnimalBooks.com The series is
known as one of the most beautiful on the kindle.
The pictures look great even in black and white
and are excellent in full color. Lots of facts and
photos will help your children learn about this
mystical animal. Children are given a wellrounded understanding of Sasquatch, Yeti,
Abominable Snowman, Big Foot: anatomy,
feeding habits and behavior. *** You and your
kids will love learning about Sasquatch, Yeti,
Abominable Snowman, Big Foot*** Answer the
question for your kids "Do they really exist?"
Table of Contents 1. Facts About Sasquatch 2.
Sasquatch Evidence 3. Bigfoot or Sasquatch
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Sightings 4. Sasquatch Tracks 5. Facts About the
Abominable Snowman 6. Facts About Yeti
Kids Want to Know about
The Bigfoot Files
Looking for Bigfoot
Sasquatch
A Seek and Find Challenge for All Ages
Monster Trek
Bigfoot sightings have been reported in
every state except Hawaii. Interest in
this creature, which many believe to be as
mythical as a leprechaun, is as strong
today as ever, with the wildly popular
show Finding Bigfoot persisting on the
Animal Planet network and references to
bigfoot appearing throughout popular
culture. What is it about bigfoot that
causes some people to devote a chunk of
their lives to finding one? In Monster
Trek, Joe Gisondi brings to life the
celebrities in bigfoot culture: people
such as Matt Moneymaker, Jeff Meldrum, and
Cliff Barackman, who explore remote wooded
areas of the country for weeks at a time
and spend thousands of dollars on infrared
imagers, cameras, and high-end camping
equipment. Pursuing the answer to why
these seekers of bigfoot do what they do,
Gisondi brings to the reader their most
interesting--and in many cases,
harrowing--expeditions. Gisondi travels to
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eight locations across the country,
trekking into swamps, mountains, state
parks, and remote woods with people in
search of bigfoot as well as fame,
fortune, adventure, and shared
camaraderie. Many of the people who look
for bigfoot, however, go counter to
stereotypes and include teachers,
engineers, and bankers. Some are private
and guarded about their explorations,
seeking solitude during a deeply personal
quest. While there are those who might
arguably be labeled "crazy," Gisondi
discovers that the bigfoot research
network is far bigger and more diverse
than he ever imagined.
Explores the history and folklore
surrounding the ape-like creature known as
Bigfoot and includes information on
possible sightings and theories.
Katy Gallagher and her mentor, historian
Charlie Bergren, scour the Earth for proof
current evolutionary theories are flawed.
Their quest turns dangerous when Katy is
threatened and Charlie vanishes. To find
him, Katy must join forces with his son,
Rick, who's a skeptic about everything
Katy believes in. Plunging into the depths
of Michigan's north woods, Katy and Rick
tumble into a double-edged mystery -- a
hidden Bigfoot society protected by an
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ancient race with highly advanced
technology who will stop at nothing to
keep their secrets; and a mysterious
billionaire willing, for his own reasons,
to kill to preserve the Bigfoot legend. To
stay alive, Katy and Rick must unravel an
enigma half a billion years in the
weaving. They must find the creatures
science says cannot exist.
Review by Cliff Barackman producer of
Finding Bigfoot. "Finally, a concise and
well-written field guide has been
published to help the Bigfoot field
investigator document various types of
evidence in an appropriate way. Dr. Jeff
Meldrum has put together a field guide on
heavy-duty, waterproof card stock that
literally fits in your back pocket or
backpack, adding little weight to those
ounce-sensitive backpackers with an
interest in collecting data from the
backcountry. Seemingly thinking of
everything, Dr. Meldrum has even included
a ruler along the top margin of the Guide
so the researcher will always have a scale
item for any photos taken in the woods.
The Sasquatch Field Guide not only helps
researchers with identifying possible
spoor left by bigfoots, but it also helps
him or her reduce the possibility of
misidentifying signs of other animals for
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those of sasquatches. Also included in the
Field Guide are easy-to-understand
directions on how to gather and store data
in the field in preparation for future
analysis. The Guide uses colors and
diagrams making it easy to read and
understand which could be the difference
between successfully gathering data and
blowing it when under the pressure of
dealing with the real thing out in the
field. Sections in the Sasquatch Field
Guide include information on visual
identification, footprint identification,
track casting, gathering footprint
metrics, hair samples, scat samples, tree
breaks, nests, cultural signs, stacked
rocks, habitat and distribution, diet,
vocalizations, possible origins, and
taphonomy. This hefty brochure-style guide
is densely-packed with valuable
information that all field researchers
should be intimately acquainted with."
Squatchin' 101: How to Start Doing Your
Own Bigfoot Research
An Interactive Monster Hunt
Squatching
Bigfoot Field Work 101
Bigfoot Crank Stomp
It's Complicated
Love the Bigfoot mystery? Weather you call
him Bigfoot, Sasquatch or Yeti, say you
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believe in the paranormal with this Bigfoot
journal. This funny finding Bigfoot vintage
journal is great if you are into Bigfoot
evidence or finding Bigfoot. It's a great
gift for park rangers, campers, forest lovers
or hiking dads and kids. Get this Sasquatch
gift and Keep it Squatchy.
A search for Bigfoot takes the Monster
Hunters to Florida, where they learn the
importance of swamps and the creatures in
them. Only to discover that not everyone has
the same respect for nature - especially
natural predators. When the team runs into a
Florida panther, a Skunk Ape makes a surprise
appearance. Or does it? Calico Chapter Books
is an imprint of Magic Wagon, a division of
ABDO.
Do you have an interest in Bigfoot? Would you
like to do Bigfoot research, but have no idea
where to even begin? Maybe you've signed up
for a BFRO expedition, and you'd like to know
more about what you might experience while
there. This book will teach you everything
you need to know to be able to confidently go
out into the forest and do your own research.
You will be better prepared by knowing what
to look for while in the field, and what
equipment you'll need to have to do your
research properly. We'll even show you how to
collect evidence and help you decipher what
you've found.
In this plot-your-own story book, the reader
who wants to be a monster hunter follows the
clues to find Bigfoot, or a Yeti, or the
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Florida Skunk Ape.
The Hunt for Bigfoot
Bigfoot ....
Bigfoot
BigFoot Visits the Big Cities of the World
The Complete Guide
Enoch

Rufus is bo-o-o-ored at his grammy's house in the
country. But when he follows a girl into the woods and
finds a totem in a hollowed-out tree, things become a
whole lot more interesting. Especially when he reads the
word etched into the magical talisman: "Sasquatch."
The What Do We Know About? series explores the
mysterious, the unknown, and the unexplained. Is the
hairy cryptid of the forest fact, myth, or legend? Find out
what we really know about Bigfoot in this exciting new
series! Presenting What Do We Know About: an exciting
new addition to the #1 New York Times Best-Selling
Who Was? series! What Do We Know About Bigfoot?
lets curious young readers explore what we actually
know about the creature's mysterious history. Dive into
the facts behind the most well-known footage of the
cryptid, the Patterson-Gimlin film, and learn about actual
scientific studies conducted to learn whether or not
Bigfoot actually exists. Filled with accounts of over a
century of potential sightings, this book will have every
reader looking for footprints on their next hike. Bigfoot
has been the star subject of movies, TV shows, books,
and more... but is he really out there?
In this landmark work on a subject too often dismissed
as paranormal or disreputable, Jeff Meldrum gives us the
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first book on sasquatch to be written by a scientist with
impeccable academic credentials, an objective look at
the facts in a field mined with hoaxes and
sensationalism. Meldrum reports on the work of a team
of experts from a wide variety of fields who were
assembled to examine the evidence for a large, yet
undiscovered, North American primate. He reviews the
long history of this mystery--which long predates the
"bigfoot" flap of the late fifties--and explains all the
scientific pros and cons in a clear and accessible style,
amplified by over 150 illustrations. Anyone who has
pondered the mysteries of human evolution will be
fascinated and eager to join Dr. Meldrum in drawing their
own conclusion. At the Publisher's request, this title is
being sold without Digital Rights Management Software
(DRM) applied.
Denver Riggleman is a logical guy—he has to be, as a
government data analytics expert. But at the same time,
he’s been haunted since childhood by the memory of an
inexplicable encounter with—Something—that he and his
grandfather met unexpectedly in the woods. Denver’s
ongoing curiosity about what it might have been, and his
fascination with the fringe element of Bigfoot Believers,
leads him on an “official” investigation into the world of
Bigfoot’s fervent disciples and their eclectic belief
systems. The Mating Habits of Bigfoot takes you deep
into a world dedicated to studying a creature whose
existence cannot be proved, but that doesn’t stop its
devotees from learning its habits, language, and dietary
preferences. Wandering haphazardly through the woods,
seeing things that aren’t there and hoping for the miracle
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of provable contact, the Bigfoot crusaders attempt to find
their evasive hero-God…while speculating about whether
his anatomy is proportionate. Hilarious and thoughtprovoking, this book will challenge what you think you
know about reality.
A Bigfoot Story
Cum for Bigfoot
What Do We Know About Bigfoot?
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